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15. NORMALIZERS OF SPACE GROUPS AND THEIR USE IN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
Table 15.2.1.2. Euclidean normalizers of the triclinic space
groups
Basis vectors of the Euclidean normalizers (ac , bc , cc refer to the possibly
centred conventional unit cell for the respective Bravais lattice):
P1 : "ac , "bc , "cc ; P1 : 12 ac , 12 bc , 12 cc .
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therein). Table 15.2.1.2 shows the Euclidean normalizers for P1 and
P1. Each special metrical condition is designated by the Bravais
type of the corresponding translation lattice. In the case of P1, the
Euclidean normalizer is always the inherent symmetry group of a
suitably chosen point lattice with basis vectors 12 ac , 12 bc and 12 cc .
Here, ac , bc and cc do not refer to the primitive unit cell of P1 but to
the possibly centred conventional cell for the respective Bravais
lattice. In the case of P1, the Euclidean normalizer always contains
continuous translations in three independent directions, symbolized
by P3 . These normalizers may be easily derived from those for P1.

15.2.2. Affine normalizers of plane groups and space
groups
The afﬁne normalizer NA G of a space (plane) group G either is a
true supergroup of its Euclidean normalizer NE G, or both
normalizers coincide:

P3 (p1 , c1 , p2 ), respectively, are used instead of the Bravais letter.*
Setting and origin choice for the Euclidean normalizers are
indicated as for space groups. In a few cases, origin choices not
tabulated in Part 7 are needed.
In the next column, the basis of NE G is described in terms of the
basis of G. A factor " is used to indicate continuous translations.
The following three columns specify a set of additional
symmetry operations that generate K G, L G and NE G
successively from the space group G: The ﬁrst of them shows the
vector components of the additional translations generating K G
from G; components referring to continuous translations are labelled
r, s and t. If L G differs from K G, i.e. if G is noncentrosymmetric
and NE G is centrosymmetric, the position of an additional centre
of symmetry is given in the second of these columns. The respective
inversion generates L G from K G. (For plane groups, additional
twofold rotations play the role of these inversions.) If, however,
NE G is noncentrosymmetric and, therefore, L G is undeﬁned,
this fact is indicated by a slash. The last of these columns contains
entries only if G and NE G belong to different Laue classes. The
corresponding additional generators are listed as coordinate triplets.
In the last column, the subgroup index of G in NE G is speciﬁed
as the product kg lk nl , where kg means the index of G in K G, lk the
index of K G in L G and nl the index of L G in NE G. [In the
case of a noncentrosymmetric normalizer, the index of G in NE G
is given as the product kg nk , where kg means the index of G in K G
and nk the index of K G in NE G.] For continuous translations, kg
is always inﬁnite. Nevertheless, it is useful to distinguish different
cases: 1, 12 and 13 refer to one, two and three independent
directions with continuous translations. An additional factor of 2n or
3n indicates the existence of n additional independent translations
which are not continuous.
For triclinic space groups, each metrical specialization gives rise
to a symmetry enhancement of the Euclidean normalizer. The
corresponding conditions for the metrical parameters, however,
cannot be described as easily as in the monoclinic case (for further
information see Part 9 and literature on ‘reduced cells’ cited

NA G  NE G:
As any translation is an isometry, each translation belonging to
NA G also belongs to NE G. Therefore, the afﬁne normalizer and
the Euclidean normalizer of a space (plane) group necessarily have
identical translation subgroups.
By analogy to the isometries of the Euclidean normalizer, the
additional mappings of the afﬁne normalizer also map the set of all
symmetry elements of the space (plane) group onto itself.
In contrast to the Euclidean normalizers, the afﬁne normalizers of
all space (plane) groups of a certain type belong to only one type
of normalizer, i.e. they are isomorphic groups. Therefore, the type
of the afﬁne normalizer NA G never depends on the metrical
properties of the space group G.
If for all space (plane) groups of a certain type the Euclidean
normalizers also belong to one type, then for each such space
(plane) group the Euclidean and the afﬁne normalizers are identical,
irrespective of any metrical specialization, i.e. NE G  NA G
holds. Then, the afﬁne normalizers are pure groups of motions and
do not contain any further afﬁne mappings. This is true for all cubic,
hexagonal, trigonal and tetragonal space groups (for all hexagonal
and square plane groups) and, in addition, for the space groups of 21
further orthorhombic types (plane groups of 2 further rectangular
types) [examples: NA Pcca  Pmmm, NA Pnc2  P1 mmm].
For each of the other 38 types of orthorhombic space group (5
types of rectangular plane groups), the type of the afﬁne normalizer
corresponds to the type of the highest-symmetry Euclidean
normalizers belonging to that space (plane)-group type. Therefore,
it may also be symbolized by (possibly modiﬁed) Hermann–
Mauguin symbols [examples: NA Pbca  Pm3, NA Pccn 
P4=mmm, NA Pcc2  P1 4=mmm].
As the afﬁne normalizer of a monoclinic or triclinic space group
(oblique plane group) is not isomorphic to any group of motions, it
cannot be characterized by a modiﬁed Hermann–Mauguin symbol.
It may be described, however, by one or two matrix–vector pairs
together with the appropriate restrictions on the coefﬁcients. Similar
information has been given by Billiet et al. (1982) for the standard
description of each group. The problem has been discussed in more
detail by Gubler (1982a,b).
In Table 15.2.2.1, the afﬁne normalizers of all triclinic and
monoclinic space groups are given. The ﬁrst two columns
correspond to those of Table 15.2.1.3 or 15.2.1.4. The afﬁne
normalizers are completely described in column 3 by one or two
general matrix–vector pairs. All unimodular matrices and vectors
used in Table 15.2.2.1 are listed explicitly in Table 15.2.2.2. The
matrix–vector representation of an afﬁne normalizer consists of all

* In the previous editions, the symbols Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 z1 , z2  were used.

(continued on page 894)
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